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Mobile apps useful in searching Jobs
One of the trends that surfaced from the study had to do with immediacy. The
study found that 59% of job seekers thought that their odds of getting a
response on a job were better if they responded to the posting as soon as it
was online. The ability to be connected anywhere and the urgency of looking
for a new job make mobile devices one of the most important job search tools.
Some of the apps which can help you in searching job via your mobiles are:
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1. Dice (Free)
Dice focuses specifically on tech jobs. The app let the users use Dice from their
phones. That means they can search and apply for jobs with their Dice
account, get customized recommendations, and share and save jobs. It is
available on iOS and Android phones. A separate app, Dice's Career Guide App
highlights things like search basics, interview tips, and hiring trends with the
idea of helping users land their first job in tech. It is also available on iOS and
Android.

2. LinkedIn (Free)
If you use LinkedIn, you might consider the free app version. It basically lets
the user access LinkedIn's normal functions - checking the newsfeed, making
endorsements, accepting requests, etc - in mobile form. And if you're not
checking LinkedIn regularly, the app's alerts are helpful for staying on top of
new messages or endorsements. It is available for iOS and Android phones.
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3. Resume Builder Pro ($3.99 on iOS, $2.99 on Android)
This app lets the user create a resume based on their LinkedIn account, and
export it as a .pdf, with a few style options. You can either email the finished
product, or upload it to Dropbox. It's available for iOS and Android.
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4. Jobr (Free)
The Jobr app, connects job seekers with hiring managers and recruiters.
Recruiters and potential employees use the app to swipe through
candidates or listings - swiping right expresses interest, swiping left passes.
When there's a mutual interest, the job hunter and hiring manager can chat
within the app. Jobr also allows the user to recommend a job to a friend.
Jobr brings these two trends together by leveraging mobile to create a
frictionless, personalized, painless job search experience. It is available for
iOS, with plans for Android.

7. Monster Job Search and Monster Interviews (Both
Free) Monster makes two job hunting apps. The first allows the user to
access their Monster account, save and send job searches. It is available for
iOS and Android phones. The second app is geared toward interview
preparation that includes tips, advice, and a post-interview guide. It's only
available on iOS.
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Word Lens, incredible visual translation app
Google has purchased Word Lens, an impressive app that translates foreign
languages in real time using the iPhone and Android smartphone built-in camera.
It's now free for a limited time.
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Back in 2010, a company called Quest Visual debuted a little app called Word Lens.
It scarcely seemed possible, but the app translated a number of different languages
in real time using just the smart phone's camera. When traveling in a foreign
country, Word Lens users would simply hold the phone up to a sign and the camera
would immediately translate it.
Currently, users can translate between English and Portuguese, German, Italian,
French, Russian, and Spanish. It is easy to see why Google would want to own it. Its
stated mission is to make all the world's information searchable in any language
and Google Translate generally does this quite well, at least for web pages.
With Word Lens, iPhone users can translate the world. Apple even featured the app
in its recent "Powerful" television ad for the iPhone 5s. Even better, it doesn't
require a connection to the internet, which is another benefit for business travelers.

Word Lens is also having some disadvantages like it has trouble with particularly
stylized text or handwriting, and the translations will make occasional mistakes.
However, most of the time, it will at least get the point across.
The app itself is free to download from the App Store for both the iPhone and iPad.
The translations are available via an in-app purchase, though they are currently
free. It's also available on the Google Play Store for Android users.
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My memories at I.T.S, Ghaziabad are unforgettable. At I.T.S I have got lot of
learning opportunities. Well qualified and experience teachers at ITS, Ghaziabad
are always eager to help students to understand the subject. I have gained
knowledge about the working environment of companies through attending
workshops and seminars by renowned professionals from various IT companies
who come and share their knowledge and experience. In this entire process,
excellent infrastructure, library and computing facility play crucial role in the
learning process.
I.T.S has always provided an opportunity in showing our talents by conducting
various events at department, inter-department and inter-institutional level. I
have always being one of the student organizing committee members in these
events.
One of the most memorable things was when I got the opportunity to work on
the project of GDA (Ghaziabad Development Authority). The project was to make
the website of GDA. With the help of college faculties and able guidance in their
career planning, I along with two of my classmates, Ankit and Sachin was able to
get success in the completion of the project and we were also awarded by GDA.
I would like to thank my all faculty members for the knowledge and advice which
I have learnt from them because of which I have got success in my career.
Some tips for the success for my juniors:
 Always think big to achieve greater heights in the career and have passion
and commitment to achieve it.
 Focus on the basic concepts of the subject and revise them always.
 Give more time to the interesting subject/topic.
 Take part in the co-curricular activities including quiz or programming
contests which will develop your confidence, personality and give exposure
 Focus more on implementing the plan and less on making the plan
 Companies always prefer the person who has positive attitude and good
behavior and thinking
 Never divert your focus from the studies.
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Guest lecture on “Success Mantra & Industrial Ethics” for MCA
Students
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On 3rd May, 2014 a Guest Lecture on “Success Mantra & Industrial Ethics” was
organised by Dept. of I.T. for MCA students. Mr. Yen Dutt Jain, Engagement
Manager, Durlabh Computers Pvt. ltd., Ghaziabad was the speaker for the session.
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Mr. Jain started his discussion with motivating the students & realizing them that
God has given special character in every human being & everyone is precious. He
advised the students not to believe in shortcuts because company always looks for
the reliable, honest & hard working persons.
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He concentrated on the major technical topics which are generally being asked by
the company in the campus recruitment process. It was really an interactive
session. Students enjoyed & were benefited by this session.

*******************************

Faculty Participation
Dr. Rabins Porwal attended 7th National workshop on “Recent Trends in Software
Testing (RTST-2014)” organized by National Institute of Technology (NIT), Rourkela,
Odisha, sponsored by TEQIP & cosponsored by CSIR & DST, New Delhi during 12th
May to 14th May, 2014.
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Festa d’ addio, a Farewell Party for MCA 2011-14 batch on 6th May, 2014 @ I.T.S, Mohan Nagar
Invitation cards designed by Ms. Shikha, Ms.Balvinder and Ms.Anjali of MCA IV Semester

Some Glimpses of Festa d’ addio…..
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Bill Gates

Mark Zukerberg

Jack Dorsey

Steve Jobs
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Placement Quiz Series

Solve the questions based on DBMS :
1. The information about data in a database is called ……………….
2. If an entity as a conceptual existence, it is termed as ………………
3. Integrity constraints can be divided into …………..
4. The command that can be used to make changes in the name of publisher in a relation
PUBLISHER is ……………..
5. A relation in which every non-key attribute is fully functionally dependent on the primary key and
which has no transitive dependencies is said to be in ……………..
6. What does C stand for in transaction ACID properties?
7. Two schedules are known as ………….. if they produce the same final state of the database.

Prepared by:
Prof. Puja Dhar
Dept. of I.T
I.T.S, Ghaziabad

Answers will be published in June,2014 issue
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1 -A
2-D
3-A
4-B
5-A

Announcement and Contact Details
VIBRANCE is an E-magazine of Department of I.T, I.T.S, Ghaziabad. We look forward to the
contribution from our students, alumni, faculty members and industry experts.
Contributors are advised to send their contribution to our editorial team at:
pankuribansal@its.edu.in (Pankuri Bansal- MCA- 2nd yr.)
pujadhar@its.edu.in (Prof. Puja Dhar)

Disclaimer:
VIBRANCE, an e-magazine is just a compilation of news, articles from various sources like websites, journals, news
papers and magazines and hence no personal analysis is being done by the members. Editors would not be responsible
for any undertakings.

